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ABSTRACT-In the present day scenario people are more and more cautious about their health .Presently medical stage 
then diagnose of dieses is expensive and time consuming. If a critical dieses can be diagnose at early there is a greater 
chance to 100% cure .Electronic nose system is modern non-invasive simple and fast detection system. In the ancient 
days also the breath analysis for detection of dieses was popular. In the present time a technique like gas 
chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry is also popular. By using this method it is possible to specify and 
separate volatile organic compound. E nose technology used for medical diagnosis is cheap non-invasive and faster for 
early detection of critical dieses 
 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 
The electronic nose system basically consists of an array of sensors, a processing unit which process the data of sensor 
o/p and a pattern recognition system. The voc present in human breath are get interacted with the method the critical 
dieses such as lung cancer, urinary tract information (UTI) and asthma sensors and the required data thus generated is 
compared with the previously stored data. In this etc. can be detected 
 

II.DESCRIPTION 
 
The electronic nose system can be categorized into three main components 
 

IIA.SAMPLE DELIVERY SYSTEM 

IIB.DETECTEION SYSTEM 

IIC.DATA COMPUTINSG SYTEM 

 
IIA.SAMPLE DELIVERY SYSTEM-. By this system data quality is improved significantly. 
Following are the some of the main technique under sample delivery system 
 
A.STATIC HEADSPACE EXTRACTION(SHS)-In this technique Sample delivery system senses the raw data 
and thereafter data is enriched, cleaned and enhanced before going into detection system sample is kept  in a 
hermetically sealed vial and after that voc is extracted from same after the equilibrium is established between the 
matrix and the gaseous phase. The form of the matrix of the sample ,temp and vial volume are the main factors of 
extraction efficiency 
 
B.DYNAMIC HEADSPACE EXTRACTION(DHS)-this particular technique depends upon the volatile 
components are get mixed with inert gas and trapped into the adsorbent . This will further heated to desorbs voc 
molecules.  
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IIB.DETECTION SYSTEM- the need of detection system is to utilize the efficient sensor for detecting a 
particular group of voc. The sensor are mosfet sensor ,surface acoustic sensor(cp), optical sensor, quartz crystal 
microbalance sensor(QCM) 
 

A.METAL OXIDE SENSOR-Metal oxide sensor is most commonly used sensor in present time. It has trapped 
oxygen molecules within the oxide layer. On interaction of voc with this oxide layer the conductivity will change 
resulting change in resistance. Mos sensors require high operating temp around 300 0C -500 0C as to avoid any 
reversible reaction. By this reason the power consumption in this sensor is comparatively more 
B. METAL OXIDE–this is also a widely used sensor .on interaction of VOC with gate material the voc is get diffused 
within SEMICONDUCTOR FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR the gate material and thus thereby altering the 
threshold voltage level of gate .Drift in the threshold of mosfet is directly proportional to the concentration of the voc 
diffused within the gate material   
C. CONDUCTING POLYMER (CP) SENSOR-  in this type of sensor element the conducting and thus therefore 
resistance of the sensor is changed due to the interaction between voc and the polymer surface. In comparison to mos 
sensor cp sensor responds to normal ambient temp . They are easily affected by humidity, change in temp., oxidation 
process 
 
D. OPTICAL AND PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR- the response of an optical sensor depends upon different optical 
properties like absorbance, fluorescence ,polarization index, interference etc. an optical sensor in detection system 
consists of four basic components (1) a light source (2) suitable optics for directing light to and from the sensor (3) an 
optical sensor (4) a photo detector. Leds and photodiodes are good optical sensor. piezoelectric crystal are based on 
piezoelectric properties according to that when a crystal is subjected to mechanical stress it generates a potential 
difference. The piezoelectric crystal has a definite operating frequency which can be altered by mass change due to 
absorbance of gaseous molecules on the surface. These includes bulk acoustic wave(baw) surface acoustic wave, quartz 
crystal microbalance (qcm) 
IIC. DATA COMPUTING SYSTEM 
in data computing system the primary task is to store the data in computer memory obtained from sensor output. before 
the processing of analysis and computing data may get process to extract an average information this may result in 
classification and clustering. The final step is data validation and pattern recognition. pattern recognition technique can 
be categorized into two groups 
unsupervised in which data classification is done and thereby discriminating between unknown odour vectors 
 For supervised pattern recognition  the unknown odour is tested and classified according to a knowledge based i.e. 
prior knowledge about the class contained within the sample is necessary 
Principal component analysis is a commonly used unsupervised pattern recognition method. it mainly focused on most 
relevant data among the majority of data cloud. 
Linear discriminant analysis is a supervised method . this algorithm carefully establish a maximum separation between 
different group or cluster of data. 
 

III.LITERATURE  REVIEW 
 
The exhaled human breath contains the specific voc that are sensed to make an idea  about a particular dieses  
 
Ima O. Essiet (2013) have presented an experimental method to sense the concentration of ammonia in exhaled human 
breath to diagnose the possibility of kidney failure. The ammonia odour in the breath of patients suffering from kidney 
failure consists of bulk amount of blood urea nitrogen(BUN). THE concentration of blood urea nitrogen will be 
increased to a high level when the  kidney is not functioning well . The excess urea comes out in form of ammonia in 
exhaled human breath .The metal oxide semiconductor sensor  TGS 2602 was selected. An experimental set up was 
established to detect the ammonia concentration. The ammonia concentration in healthy breath was found to be less 
than 50 ppm. While in case of kidney failure the concentration was more than 100 ppm[1]. 
 
Lokender Yadav and Jayanand(2014) developed an experimental method for early detection of diabetes by 
examining the exhaled human breath. Diabetes is metabolic dieses in which a patient has high blood sugar.this blood 
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sugar is due to less production of insulin by the body or due to the cells which do not respond to the insulin that is 
produced by the body. The exhaled breath of human contains a verity of voc. The person having diabetes also contains 
acetone in exhaled human breath which is mainly generated from decarboxylation of acetone. Metal oxide sensors are 
used in experimental setup for examining the concentration of acetone in human breath Mos sensor TGS  825,TGS 816  
and TGS 822 are used[2]. 
In the year 2014 Qiang Li et.al. has proposed a method for detection of diabetes based on traditional Chinese  
medicine e nose signals. The traditional Chinese medicine consists of a sensing system, signal processing and suitable 
pattern recognition system with higher sensitivity. The TCN e nose system is made up for detection and analysis of 
human orders by different individual sensors. A  logistic model has been proposed in this research paper[3].  
 
In march  2005 anna Folinsky   proposed a system out line to detect biomarkers found in the breath which are 
associated with lung cancer with lung cancer which is one of the main causes of death in Usa. The approach was to use 
composites of inorganic conductors and supportive insulating organic phases to develop chemirestive sensors that are 
relatively insensible to water vapours. the sensor so developed based on composites of homogenous or blended organic 
non volatile molecules with conductors such as carbon black. The sensor developed so far shows fast response, good 
reversibility and high stability. In the experimental set up four samples of lung air received. the first  two minutes of 
breath samples are discarded. the later deep air of lung will be retained for experiment purpose. The sample analysis is 
done based on GC-MS study . By this approach the detection of lung cancer at early stage is possible[4]. 
 
In 2008 Rosella Blott et. al. proposed a pattern  classification .  Technique for early lung cancer detection. The device 
so developed can react to a gas substance by providing signals that can be analyzed to classify the inputs. The breath of 
101 individuals of which 58 was not suffering from lung  and 43 suffer from different type of lung cancer. the 
technique is based on supervised pattern classification algorithms based on different k-nearest neighbours(K-
NN)approach developed on neural network(ANN)[5]. 
 
In the year 2013 N.Yusuf et. al. has developed an experimental method to identify to identify the suspected diabetic 
patients by diagnose of bacteria by e nose technology .It  is known that a person suffering from diabetes suffered a very 
slow recovery process in any type  of infection. In this study 32 matrices of polymer carbon black  composite sensor are 
used known as cyranose 320.the infected bacteria are collected  by swabbing technique and kept in isolation in a blood 
agar medium. The initial result from this study is found to be 90% accurate. All the instrumental setting and raw data  
are stored in PC using PC nose software. In this study u matrix self organizing  techniques is also applied in order to 
investigate data cluster in the multi sensor space. From the study it was found that e nose system is able to classify 
different type of bacteria associated with different volatile organic compound[6] 
 In the year 2012 Satetha Siyang et. al. has proposed an alternative method by direct measurement of urine odour using 
electronic nose technology  to identify diabetic patients. 
In this method artificial urine was simulated by adding glucose in normal urine .eight commercial gas sensor were used. 
The collected urine samples was analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis method . As 
we know that the amount of glucose present in the urine sample is not more than 0.02% .Therefore the concentration of 
glucose is the key factor to identify the diabetic patients [7] 
 
In sep 2012 A Voss et. al. has proposed a method to diagnose the heart failure by smelling the voc present in human 
sweat using nose system. For this purpose a special appliance carrying e nose was developed which can be directly 
applied to the human skin surface. The sensor used basically metal oxide gas sensor with three sensitive layers.. The 
sno2 layer present have different sensitivity and selectivity for different gas molecules 
The principle of measurement is based on change in electrical conductivity caused by interaction between molecules 
and the sensor arrays. The study is based on the data analysis using principle component analysis algorithm[8] 
 
In 2012 Saumya et. al. has proposed an experimental setup for detection of asthma patients by analyzing the human 
breath. It was seen that concentration of acetone is found to be higher in the patients suffering from diabetes while 
concentration of ammonia is found higher is found higher in the patients suffering from renal dieses   the concentration 
of nitric oxide is found to be higher in asthma patients . the proposed electronic nose system is composed of electro 
chemical sensor to identify different voc present in human breath . The proposed electronic nose system works 
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In three phases gas collection, sampling and data analysis . The present study shows that nitric oxide present in exhaled 
human breath at a concentration 7.4 ppb or more shows that the human body is suffering from asthma[9]. 
 
In the year 2003 Hao Yau et. al. proposed a method for detection of volatile organic compounds 
In breath using electronic nose for identification of lung cancer. The main motive is to develop a system which is able 
to identify the concentrations of benzene derivatives and alkane derivatives .the e nose system consists of capillary 
column GC and a pair of surface acoustic wave(saw) sensors .Tedlar bag is employed to collect exhaled air and 
calibration gas and  then solid phase micro extraction as pre concentrator to increase the sensitivity. The exhaled human 
breath is injected into a temp. controlled cabinet and capillary  column from where it is further made to pass through a 
gas chamber containing saw  sensor  array and the sensor output is analyzed through a circuit board and pc by using 
artificial neural network[10]. 
 
In the year 2010 Hamdi Melih et. al. has suggested an experimental method to find out glycema i.e. blood sugar level 
of diabetes by examining the acetone level in exhaled human breath. The average concentration of acetone in exhaled 
human breath is as low as 0.1ppm to 10 ppm.The sensor used in the process is quartz crystal membrane(qcm) .For data 
validation artificial neural network is used .The result is found to be 76.24% accurate[11] 
 
2008 In November Vassilis et. al. has proposed a method to identify urinary tract information by electronic nose 
system .It has been observed that concentration of a particular voc can also be identified using gas 
chromatographic(GC) techniques and mass spectrometry(ms) techniques but these method require increased cost and 
time . E nose used in this study employed a conducting polymer sensor. The 45 specimen of the human urine is taken 
and data validation is done using fuzzy logic and artificial neural network. It has been found that out of 45 species 30 
were correctly observed by UTI  infection[12] 
 
In the year 2012 Thara seesaard et. al.  presented an experimental approach for health status monitoring  using 
electronic nose .Patients with cirrhosis have aliphatic acid in their breath while patients with kidney failure have dim 
ethylamine in their breath. Similarly patients with lung cancer have alkenes and  benzene derivatives in exhaled human 
breath . The proposed system consists of an electronic nose system  that has been developed to have the ability to detect 
the odour from human breath. And to indicate the health status of human being 
Metal-porphyrins(mps)/swnt-cooh and polymer /swnt-cooh  nanocomposite sensors were used as the array of chemical 
gas sensor inside the electronic nose system . the sensors are quick responsive for exhaled human breath odour. The 
electronic nose thus developed is a low power device operated at room temperature. It was successfully demonstrated 
that the enose system can identify exhaled human breath odour and differentiate them[13] 
 

IV.CONCLUSION 
 
In the present time a large number of documents are available on e nose covering different types of theoretical and 
practical aspect of electronic nose system. From this point onwards the focus should be to streamline the development 
of e nose system. This will require a large amount of information exchange between researchers and the people 
involved in practical development of enose.  
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